
 

 

 

ISMC 2017 Malaysia Awarding Ceremony FAQ 
 

✓ What should I do if I would like to attend with my students/children? 

All attendees MUST register their attendance before 17 May 2017, by sending 
the confirmation email (address to ISMC@sam.edu.my) or whatsapp (+6012-
3833218) that clearly indicate the student name, their grade level, the 
contact number and the number of attendees.  

 

✓ What time should I arrive on 20 May 2017? 

If you wish to attend the complimentary talk on “Singapore Maths”, and 
witness some excited moments for team competition in SMATHS, we 
encourage you to come before 9.00am. The Singapore Maths talk will start 
SHARP at 9.15am. Seats are limited. 

If you can’t make it to the Singapore Maths talk, you MUST arrive and 
register at our ISMC Registration Counter (at HIS Foyer on G floor) BEFORE 
10.15am. Awardees may not be allowed to receive the award on stage if 
they are late. We have very tight schedule to meet during the half day 
event. 

 

✓ What should my students/children wear when attending the ceremony? 

They should wear their respective school uniform. This reminds them about 
the pride and honour of representing the school; It’s massive. 

 

✓ What should the teachers/parents wear when attending the ceremony? 

Either formal or smart-casual outfit will do. 

 

✓ Since my students/children are attending ISMC Awarding Ceremony. Can they 
join the SMATHS competition too? 

Yes, they are most welcomed to do so. Good news is, SMATHS Organizing 
committee has agreed to offer the early bird rate for all ISMC winners to 
participate in SMATHS 2017 challenge. There are individual and team 
events. Please visit www.smaths.his.edu.my or contact 016-668 0549 for 
further details. The registration will close anytime. Please proceed with the 
registration soonest possible. 

 

✓ My child/student has another commitment on that day which make 
him/her unable to attend the ceremony. How will I be able to get his/her 
award? 

http://www.smaths.his.edu.my/


For those who are not able to attend, we will send the awards to their 
registered school or their respective SAM center, where they sat for the 
competition. Please collect from their school or respective SAM center. Our 
staff cannot and will not pass the medal to someone else. 

 

✓ Should I bring a camera? Will parents/teachers be allowed to come 
forward nearer to the stage to take photos when our students/children are 
on stage? 

For sure. However, the photographer (parent) will have to be ready right 
before your student/child taking the stage, and expect the posing time not 
more than 5 seconds for photography. We need to ensure the ceremony 
finishes on time for other exciting programmes. If you miss the stage 
photography, don’t worry. There will also be a photobooth outside the hall 
where you can take photos for memoir. 

 

✓ Will I sit with my students/children during the awarding? 

Yes, but only for ONE parent/teacher is allowed for the ISMC designated 
area. This is to facilitate the photography taking session. For other 
attendees, you can sit in the common audience seating area. 

 
✓ Can I join other programmes during the day? 

Certainly! You are most welcomed. We have complimentary talk on 
Singapore Maths, if you wish to understand what is “Singapore Maths”. You 
can also witness the student team presentation on solving complicated 
Singapore Maths problems, where they will be competing for SMATHS 
Team award. You are also invited for light refreshment the event. 

 

 

 

 

 


